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ABSTRACT

Individual data systems for flight projects at JPL are in the process of being replaced by
the single new Space Flight Operations Center (SFOC) that is designed to support multiple
missions. The design provides a baseline system that supplies a common set of functions
needed by every mission. Low cost adaptations of the baseline with any needed mission-
specific additions are made for each mission.

The SFOC is being developed in phases. The current phase provides baseline functions for
downlink spacecraft telemetry processing with the necessary adaptations and additions for
the downlink launch support in April 1989 of the Magellan mission to Venus. The SFOC
will be completed in 1991, at which time the planned support includes both downlink and
uplink processing for a projected six mission set.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the Space Flight Operations Center (SFOC) by
placing the SFOC in both historical and technical contexts, explain the goals and
objectives for the project, and finally, report the current implementation status.

In the past, flight projects at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) have been responsible for
the design, development, implementation and operations of the ground data systems that
support their project science and engineering personnel. Several years ago JPL considered
the development of a single capability that would be responsible for the development of
those ground data services required by all flight projects. The SFOC Project was
conceived to fulfill this responsibility (1).

The SFOC is bounded at many levels. At the data level, SFOC is bounded on one side by
the Deep Space Network which provides bidirectional communication with the spacecraft



and on the other side by the interface to the project science and engineering analysis
communities. At the operational level, SFOC is bounded by the interface between its own
multi-mission operations team and the flight project operations teams. Finally, a
technological layer also exists that is bounded by a set of rules and guidelines for flight
projects that wish to work within the SFOC environment. This latter level also provides
the equipment specifications and core software sets that will be used by a participating
flight project.

DESIGN GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The SFOC System Functional Design (2) identifies six primary design goals for SFOC:

1. Support each new JPL mission, (e.g., Magellan, Mars Observer and CRAF/Cassini)
with all of its mission-unique processing, as a ready adaptation of some set of baseline
capabilities.

2. Allow the migration of current, older JPL missions (Voyager, Galileo and Ulysses)
from their current systems that use aging, costly hardware and software, to newer
systems with similar functionality.

3. Perform those well-known telemetry functions common to all JPL missions effectively
and efficiently.

4. Provide efficient data transport and data access services so that analysts can readily
locate and analyze their data within SFOC.

5. Centralize operations and flight support with a multi-mission team concept. This
requires a suitable partitioning of the SFOC functions and a common operator interface
so that multi-mission operations personnel can be effectively positioned within the
SFOC system.

6. Provide the science community with tools for moving their data within SFOC and to
external SFOC sites and also provide tools for the analysis, reduction and presentation
of their data.

Further, use of national, industrial and institutional standards and guidelines, and provision
for software adaptability, software portability and, software and hardware vendor
independence have been key goals for this new implementation. Adherence to these goals,
together with the careful partitioning of system software functionality, has resulted in a
core set of software that will be available for the expected ten to fifteen year life of the
SFOC system.



Also, it was believed that the overall cost of meeting these goals for a system with a life
expectancy of fifteen years, could be contained and even reduced if certain technical
guidelines were followed. First, the SFOC design should employ a distributed architecture
based upon current network technology. Second, SFOC should make maximum use of
today’s super-microcomputing technology. Third, hardware and software products that are
available from many vendors should be included. Fourth, a common operating system
(UNIX) should be employed throughout SFOC with a single language (C) for SFOC
baseline development. Fifth, industry software standards should be used wherever
possible. Finally, sixth, SFOC should be partitioned into a set of software subsystems that
will allow the SFOC to be reconfigurable to meet different flight project needs.

DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

The SFOC is planned to be developed over a seven year period in which there are four
distinct, but necessarily overlapping stages. The development began with a Prototyping
stage in which a development activity was initiated to test and explore certain concepts
that were basic to SFOC. The Prototype objectives were to determine: the limitations on a
centralized data management system for the storage and retrieval of controlled data, the
suitability of local area network technology for all inter-computer data transfer and finally,
the application of microprocessor base workstations in this environment. The Prototype
was also tasked to implement prototype engineering and science workstations in order to
demonstrate the applicability of this technology to the processing of engineering and
science data. In fact the science workstation was used successfully in support of the
Voyager mission encounter with Uranus in 1986 (3)

The prototype activity also supported a network modeling activity which initially proved
invaluable in understanding the vagaries of different vendor implementations of the TCP/IP
network protocols.

The Prototype is an ongoing activity acting as a valuable training ground for personnel in
the SFOC technology. Many of the current personnel implementing SFOC have passed
through the Prototype. The Prototype is also a test bed in which new technologies are
investigated for their suitability for inclusion in SFOC. The Prototype, now known as the
Flight Projects Office Information Systems Test Bed (FIST) regularly publishes its findings
in quarterly reports, the latest (4) being an excellent example of the work that the FIST
performs, as well as containing an index to all previous issues.

The Baseline development stage covers the implementation of the multi-mission
capabilities which form the basis from which specific user projects can be adapted to the
SFOC environment. These capabilities cover both downlink and uplink functions with the
downlink telemetry functions being implemented first.



The third stage is really a partial adaptation for the Magellan project, but due to the need
to support an early launch in April 1989, this adaptation is being implemented in parallel
with the first increment of the Baseline development. Magellan data sets, processing
requirements and operational scenarios are being used as a real test of SFOC baseline
services.

All remaining adaptations of new projects and the migration of older projects from their
current data systems is covered by the fourth development stage. SFOC is currently
planned to replace the old data systems by October 1991.

IMPLEMENTATION

The SFOC is being developed in increments, each increment being marked by an SFOC
Delivery. There are currently six deliveries planned. Delivery 1 occurred in October 1987
with Delivery 2 scheduled for August 1988.

Each delivery is comprised of a group of development phases or versions, each of which
includes detail design, unit test, node integration and system integration at the development
level. The system is then released to an independent test team which runs tests and checks
for correct adherence to subsystem and system requirements. An operations certification
phase, in which operations check the new delivery to ensure that it meets operational
standards, completes the delivery cycle before the new delivery is released as an SFOC
Delivery for on-line project use.

As discussed earlier, the Baseline and Magellan development stages have been
overlapped. Support for the Magellan downlink telemetry at launch is satisfied by
Delivery 2 hardware and software. SFOC System Critical Design was reviewed in June
1987. In order to meet the Magellan project needs, the implementation for Delivery 2
needed to be completed for final independent test by July 1988. Thus the implementation
group had approximately twelve months in which to develop a completely new capability
that was capable of downlink telemetry support for the Magellan launch. This schedule
guaranteed the “hustle” so aptly described in Frederick Brooks’ The Mythical Man-Month
(5).

System Engineering had partitioned the SFOC into a set of twenty software subsystems.
Ten of these subsystems were identified as being required to support Magellan at launch.
These ten subsystems are divided into two primary sets. SFOC core subsystems comprise
the fundamental set that provides basic services such as data transport, data storage and
retrieval, monitor and control functions and common operator interfaces. The application
group form the second set which performs such functions as interfacing to JPL’s ground
data communications system, telemetry processing, real time data display and long term



data storage and retrieval. It is these application subsystems, each combined with the core
set, that form the basis for the processing software that resides in each physical node.

The implementation has been characterized by the maxim,

“the only good software is working software”.

So that good working check points could be made to show software development progress,
the time between each delivery was divided into 3 month periods. Each software
subsystem performs detail design, code, unit test, and where applicable, node test. A
system integration is performed by development in the last few weeks of the 3-month
period. The conclusion of each month period is marked by a software version delivery to
independent test. Thus, Delivery 2 is completed in four versions, each version undergoing
independent test.

CURRENT STATUS

At the time of writing, the implementation group has delivered hardware and the first three
software versions that comprise Delivery 2. The equipment is divided between JPL in
Pasadena, California and Martin Marietta, the spacecraft manufacturer in Denver,
Colorado. The ground communication interface (GIF) nodes, telemetry input processing
(TIS) nodes, SFOC monitor and control (SMC) nodes and digital television (DTV) nodes
are configured as redundant sets. All nodes are connected via an Ethernet local area
network using the TCP/IP protocol suite. The SFOC network at JPL extends over three
floors in the Space Flight Operations Facility. Communication between JPL and Martin
Marietta is via dual 56 kbps satellite links. Apart from obvious bandwidth limitations, the
connection between JPL and Martin Marietta is operationally transparent.

The hardware configuration for Magellan launch support comprises more than seventy
networked microcomputers. These microcomputers range from small personal
microcomputers (typically IBM PC-AT class) up to the largest super-microcomputers with
four MIPS performance, sixteen Mbytes of random access memory and two Gbytes disk
capacity.

The software implementation has delivered, within a ten month period, 484 thousand lines
of code, of which 290 thousand lines are executable. The software resources used 33
programming work-years with 7.6 work-years in system engineering, management and
support.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Have we met our goals?

At this stage it is difficult to say that many of the goals have been met. There is much to be
added to SFOC before the end of project. However, the flexibility that results from the
modular deign approach is already being experienced within the currently delivered
system. Also, software development has achieved the lowest recorded cost per line of code
developed at JPL. The final cost can only be computed after the sustaining costs are
collected. Certainly the current software needs improvement in adherence to software
standards for portability and maintainability. These costs have yet to be factored.

Lessons learned.

Looking back over the last two years, there are certainly some observations that point to
reasons for the success of this current implementation:

1. Start with good people - the first five people on the project are the key. Good
performers attract good performers.

2. Build teams and foster communications. Good communications has been essential,
particularly in the matrix organization that is favored at JPL, and was a major focus for
this task management.

3. Code a little, test a little. The three month version cycle was borrowed from our
experience in the Prototype and appeared to give time to produce useful functionality
while maintaining sharp focus on delivering working product.

4. Make application software cognizant development engineers responsible for their node
integration with the core subsystems. This enforced communication between software
subsystems at the subsystem level and also provided useful peer pressure.

5. Create a strong system engineering team at the implementation level. The current team
represents approximately 10 percent of the programming work-force - 12 percent
would have been better. This team also formed the nucleus for development integration
prior to the delivery of each version.

6. Maintain a sound configuration management (CM) process - all code delivered to CM
is re-made and CM executables are checked against delivered executables.



Looking to the future.

The current implementation represents the foundation upon which the remainder of SFOC
is to be built. This includes adding uplink capabilities, adapting new and old projects to
SFOC and tuning the SFOC as more is learned from operational use. Initial indicators look
promising.

There is much work to be done during the remaining three years.
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